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Abstract

Microstructure-elasticity relations for bone tissue engineering scaffolds are
key to rationally based biomaterial design.
As a contribution, we here report comprehensive length measuring, weighing,
and ultrasonic tests at 0.1 MHz frequency, on porous baghdadite scaffolds.
The resulting porosity-stiffness relations further confirm a formerly detected,
micromechanically explained, general relationship for a great variety of dif-
ferent polycrystals (Fritsch et al., 2013), which also allows for estimating
the zero-porosity case, i.e. the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of pure
(dense) baghdadite. These estimates were impressively confirmed by a phys-
ically and statistically independent nanoindentation campaign comprising
some 1750 indents.
Consequently, we can present a remarkably complete picture of porous bagh-
dadite elasticity across a wide range of porosities, and, thanks to the mi-
cromechanical understanding, reaching out beyond classical elasticity, to-
wards poroelastic properties, quantifying the effect of pore pressure on the
material system behaviour.



Zusammenfassung

Strukturelle Gerüste (Scaffolds) für die Knochenregeneration aus dem
Baghdadit-Keramik(Ca3ZrSi2O9), mit Porosität zwischen 66% und 94%,
wurden auf ihre mechanischen Eigenschaften untersucht.
Die Normalsteifigkeit C1111 der Gerüste wurde durch Ultraschalltests mit
Longitudinalwellen ermittelt. Anschließend wurden die Ergebnisse der Tests
in einem mikromechanischen Model für spröde und poröse Polykristalle
(Fritsch et al., 2013) verwendet, um den Elastizitätsmodul Es und die
Querdehnungszahl νs der festen Gerüstphase zu erhalten. Die Werte be-
tragen Emodel

s = 126 GPa und νmodel
s = 0.29. Zur Überprüfung dieser Werte

wurden Nanoindentierungsmessungen durchgeführt, wobei zur Berechnung
von Enano

s der Wert der Poissonzahl νmodel
s = 0.29 übernommen worden

ist. Repräsentierung der Daten von 1750 Indentierungen durch Superposi-
tion mehrerer Elastizitätmodul-Normalverteilungen betreffend intakter und
geschädigter Kristalle, erlaubt die Indentifikation des E-Moduls der intakten
Kristalle als Ēnano

s = 124 GPa. Aufgrund der Übereinstimmung von Emodel
s

und Ēnano
s , kann auf mögliche Verwendbarkeit des mikromechanischen Mod-

ells für die zukünftige computerunterstütze Entwicklung und Herstellung von
Baghdadite Scaffolds geschlossen werden.
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1 Introduction

The research field of biomaterials is fast growing in the last five decades,
as the importance of prosthesis and substitute materials for different human
tissues is increasing due to an ageing population.
The name of the field was introduced in the 1960’s, however, the concept
of using foreign materials in the human body is millennia old. The ancient
Egyptians used linen for sutures, which are stitches to hold body tissue after
an injury, and in Europe fibre from animal intestines were used for the same
purpose. Dental implants were also devised in early civilisations, as found in
the Mayan culture, where nacre was used to create teeth that even achieved
osseointegration, the formation of a direct interface between an implant and
bone without fibrous connective tissue.(Ratner et al., 2004)
Different ideas were created and tested throughout history, nonetheless, the
success rate was very low due to poor understanding of biocompatibility
and sterilization. The probably first in vivo biocompatibility study was con-
ducted by Henry Levert in 1829, who tested different metallic sutures made
of gold, silver, lead, and platinum, respectively, on dogs. His findings sug-
gested that platinum was better tolerated than the rest (Levert, 1829). The
big breaktrough for metals in medicine came with the creation of stainless
steel, as it does not corrode and therefore, allowed surgeons the routine use
at reasonable costs (Zierold, 1924).
The turning point for biomaterials came with World War II, the creativity
of surgeons to help their patients, and the development of new materials
such as high-performance metals, ceramics, and especially polymers. Often
in high risk trials, where other options were not available, surgeons tried new
materials and procedures, as a life was at stake or the quality of life. While
medical results were often not as hoped, these trials lead to an important
new order: government quality controls, scientific and engineering input for
materials and procedures, and sharing of decisions before attempting new
high risk trials (Ratner et al., 2004).
In the 1960’s the first generation of modern biomaterials were developed by
scientists and engineers from different disciplines, which became the basis
for the field of biomaterials. The materials were especially designed for the
use inside the human body and their main goal was to mimic the physical
properties of the replaced tissue while being bioinert, ideally not causing any
toxic response in the body (Hench and Thompson, 2010).
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By 1980, three million prosthetic parts, from 50 available prosthesis made
from 40 different materials, were implanted worldwide. A characteristic of
the first generation materials is their single phase. When implanted in the
body, the interface between implant and tissue was an acellular fibrous cap-
sule leading to no or minimal adhesion to the host tissue. This issue lead
to the development of the second generation of biomaterials made of com-
posite materials to enable better matched mechanical properties, in order
to eliminate or at least minimize stress shielding and bone resorption at
the bone-implant interface. Furthermore, the materials were designed to be
bioactive, to generate a specific action and reaction in the physiological en-
vironment. (Hench and Thompson, 2010)
In orthopaedics various bioactive glasses, ceramics, and glass-ceramics were
in clinical trial by the mid 1980’s. During the same period, another category
of biomaterials became clinically important. The objective of these materials
was to be bioresorbable, to break down chemically in a controlled fashion as it
is replaced by regenerating tissue. Surgical sutures made from bioresorbable
polymers became clinical routine by 1984 (Ratner et al., 2004).
The third generation of biomaterials was introduced with the beginning of
tissue engineering in the late 1990’s. The focus shifted from replacement to
regenerating of tissues on more biological based materials, which can also be
cell- and gene-activating (Hench and Thompson, 2010).
One promising field of tissue engineering lies in orthopaedics, as a substi-
tute material for bone is needed due to the high demand. The current gold
standard for treating a critical bone defect is autografting, where bone from
another part of the patients body, usually the pelvis, is transplanted to the
defect site (Calori et al., 2011). The disadvantages of the procedure include
the limited supply of available bone, the perioperative and post-operative
complications and morbidity associated with the harvesting process (Goulet
et al., 1997). The alternative allografting, bone transplant usually harvested
from a cadaver, has also major disadvantages, such as the risk of viral dis-
ease transmission, immunogenicity and nonunion (Moore et al., 2001). The
current clinically approved synthetic bone replacement materials lack in me-
chanical and biological properties.
As bone is, after blood, the second most transplanted material in the body
worldwide (Lewandrowski et al., 2000), there is a high economical incentive
to develop substitute materials in bone tissue engineering.
Ideally such materials are porous scaffolds which act as three-dimensional
temporary templates to enable colonisation and ingrowth of new cells and
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their capillaries. The scaffolds should also be able to carry sufficient load
and degrade over time, leaving the bone to remodel naturally (Jones, 2013).
The quest to find the most suitable material for bone regeneration has been
ongoing since the invention of the first bioactive glass by Larry Hench, which
also launched the field of bioactive ceramics (Jones, 2013). The most popular
ceramics in clinical application - calcium phosphates, glasses and glass ceram-
ics - either lack in sufficient bioactive properties or in appropriate mechanical
properties (Vallet-Regi, 2006), both factors being important for osseointegra-
tion. Ceramic scaffolds which are calcium-silicate (Ca-Si) based exhibited
excellent bioactivity and degradability (De Aza et al., 2004). The bioma-
terials and tissue engineering unit of the university of Sydney developed a
porous Ca-Si based scaffold, named baghdadite, with the chemical formula
Ca3ZrSi2O9. The addition of zirconium (Zr) should enhance the mechanical
strength and biocompatibility of the scaffolds (Ramaswamy et al., 2008). In
various prosthetic devices, the use of Zr showed excellent osseointegration
(Kulakov et al., 2005).
The baghdadite scaffolds were tested in rabbits to repair a critical sized bone
defect and showed promising results in the histological evaluation (Roohani-
Esfahani et al., 2012).
The mechanical properties of these scaffolds are evaluated in the present
thesis, especially the scafollds’ normal stiffness, the elastic modulus and the
Poisson’s ratio of a single crystal within the scaffold. Furthermore, a mi-
cromechanical model for brittle porous polycrystals (Fritsch et al., 2013) is
applied, which shows very good agreement with the experimental results for
the mechanical properties of baghdadite scaffolds.
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Abstract

Microstructure-elasticity relations for bone tissue engineering scaffolds are key to rationally based biomaterial

design. As a contribution, we here report comprehensive length measuring, weighing, and ultrasonic tests at 0.1 MHz

frequency, on porous baghdadite scaffolds. The resulting porosity-stiffness relations further confirm a formerly de-

tected, micromechanically explained, general relationship for a great variety of different polycrystals [J. Appl. Mech

80, 020905-1], which also allows for estimating the zero-porosity case, i.e. the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio

of pure (dense) baghdadite. These estimates were impressively confirmed by a physically and statistically indepen-

dent nanoindentation campaign comprising some 1750 indents. Consequently, we can present a remarkably complete

picture of porous baghdadite elasticity across a wide rangeof porosities, and, thanks to the micromechanical un-

derstanding, reaching out beyond classical elasticity, towards poroelastic properties, quantifying the effect of pore

pressure on the material system behaviour.

porous scaffold, mechanical properties, nanoindentation, ultrasound, micromechanical model

1. Introduction

With an estimated 2.2 million yearly bone graft procedures for the treatment of critical size defects, bone is

the second-most implanted material after blood [1]. Despite considerable progress over the years, the current gold

standard, autografting [2], where bone from the patient is transplanted from one place to another, is limited by the

amount of bone available, and may imply pre- and post-operative complications and morbidity, as well as the risk

of infection [3]. The current clinical alternative, allografting, where cadaveric or synthetic bone is implanted, carries

the risk of viral disease transmission, immunogenicity, and nonunion [4]. This has motivated, for more than two

decades, research in the field of bone tissue engineering [5–8], aiming at repairing damaged bone and restoring its

functions with the help of biocompatible materials cultivated with cells and corresponding growth factors. Therefore,
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the scaffolds have to be designed in a way providing sufficient pore space for the biological cells to resorb the scaffold

material and to generate new tissue, while not overly compromising the overall mechanical properties of the implant,

i.e. its stiffness and strength. This design process, involving also the biological properties of the implant material,

turns out as very complex, and implies many design parameters whose interplay is extremely challenging to decipher

in a classical ’trial-and-error’ procedure, requiring a sheer innumerable multitude ofin vitro andin vivo experiments.

This challenging situation has given rise to the wish for rational, computer-aided design of biomaterials, regarding not

only biological and cell transport aspects, but also mechanics. The present paper will concentrate on the latter aspect,

thereby not being restricted to the measurement of some mechanical properties, but to a micromechanics theory-

based understanding of an entire class of ceramic biomaterials, supported by a new set of experimental data making

the aforementioned understanding feasible. More precisely, we will develop the micromechanics of porous baghdadite

scaffolds - these materials showedin vivo osteoconductivity in critically sized defects induced into rabbit radius bones,

which exceeds that of other scaffold types [9]. These developments will be described in the remainder of the present

paper, which is organized as follows: porosity and ultrasonic test protocols together with their theoretical foundations

will be dealt with in Section 2.1. For a deeper understandingof the resulting porosity-elasticity relations, Section 2.2

will cover a micromechanics formulation valid for a multitude of porous polycrystals, as developed in recent years

[10–12], and its application to the newly collected experimental data. This will give access to the elastic properties

of pure (dense) baghdadite. The methods section is then completed by a nanoindentation campaign allowing for an

independent check of elasticity of pure baghdadite, as described in Section 2.3. The results of our comprehensive and

consistent experimental-theoretical-computational multiscale mechanics approach to baghdadite scaffolds for bone

tissue engineering are presented in Section 3, and further discussed in Section 4, in particular with respect to important

theoretical and experimental features which allow for thisconsistent, unified view on the investigated bone biomaterial

class.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Weighing and ultrasonic tests, for porosity and elasticity determination

Combining the sol-gel method for powder production with thepolymer sponge replication method for the final

scaffold processing [9], cylindrically shaped porous baghdadite samples of nominally 12 mm height and 6 mm diame-

ter were made, and categorized with decreasing nominal porosities, into sample sets A to D. Their precise dimensions

of height and diameter were measured by means of a digital sliding calliper, and these dimensions were used to com-

pute the cylindrical volumeV of each of the samples. Then, their massm was weighed, giving access to the samples’

mass density through

ρ = m/V (1)

Additional consideration of the (real) mass density of pure(dense) baghdadite,ρsolid = 3.48 g/cm3 [13], allows for

computation of the scaffold porosity as
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φexp = (1− ρ/ρsolid) (2)

Thereafter, ultrasonic tests were performed in the pulse transmission mode, by means of a device consisting of a pulser-

receiver (5077PR, Olympus NDT), an oscilloscope (Waverunner 62Xi, Lecroy), and ultrasonic transducers. Following

the protocol of [14, 15] the pulser unit was set to emit an electrical square pulse up to 400 V. The piezoelectric elements

inside the ultrasonic transducers transformed the electrical signals of a frequencyf into corresponding mechanical

signals, when operating in the sending mode, or they transformed mechanical signals back to electrical ones, when

functioning as a receiver. Honey was used as a coupling medium. The time of flightt of the ultrasonic wave through

the sample was accessed by the oscilloscope and the travel distance through the specimen was equivalent to the

scaffold’s heighth. These quantities provide direct access to the wave velocity v through

v = h/t (3)

According to the theory of plane waves in a 3D solid [16], the wave velocity gives access to the stiffness of the tested

sample. The current study is restricted to longitudinal waves where the directions of ’particle’ displacement and of

the wave propagation are parallel - in this case, the wave velocity gives access to the normal componentCexp
1111 of the

stiffness tensor, through

Cexp
1111= ρv

2 (4)

What still needs to be specified is the size at which the aforementioned ’particle’ is defined. In continuum (mi-

cro)mechanics [17], such a ’particle’ is called material volume or representative volume element (RVE), with a

characteristic lengthlRVE being considerably larger than the inhomogeneitiesd within the RVE, and the RVE be-

ing subjected to homogeneous stress and strain states. Consequently, the characteristic lengthlRVE needs to be much

smaller than the scale of the characteristic loading of the medium, here the wavelengthλ, which follows from wave

velocityv and frequencyf as

λ = v/ f (5)

The aforementioned separation of length scales reads mathematically as

d ≪ lRVE ≪ λ (6)

Accordingly, ultrasonic waves with wavelengthλ detect the stiffness of a material with characteristic lengthlRVE.

More precisely, the ’≪’ signs in Eq.(6) need to refer to a ratio ofd/λ ≤ 0.3, in order to access the normal stiffness

componentC1111 of the tested material with inhomogeneity sized, as was experimentally quantified in [15]. As for

the aforementioned baghdadite samples, the inhomogeneitysize relates to the pore diameters, amounting to about

500 µm, as accessed by scanning electron microscopy [9]. In orderto check different options for determination
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of Cexp
1111 according to Eq.(4), while considering scale separation conditions (6), the samples were sonified with a

frequency of 0.1 MHz.

2.2. Polycrystal micromechanics - elastic properties of pure (dense) baghdadite

The porosity - stiffness relations determined experimentally according to Section 2.1 were then evaluated within

the framework of continuum micromechanics (or random homogenization [17, 18]) of porous polycrystals, developed

in recent years for RVEs consisting of one porous phase and infinitely many, disc- or needle-shaped crystal phases

oriented in different space directions [10–12]. More specifically, a large number of porosity and stiffness data from

different isotropic materials, such as hydroxyapatite [19–22], bioactive glass-ceramics (CEL2) [23], gypsum [24–28],

various piezoelectric ceramics [29], alumina [30–32], zirconia [32], as well as silica and nitride carbides [33–35],

could be integrated into onlytwo crystal shape- (i.e. needle- or disc- ) specific scaling relations for the polycrystals’

(homogenized) Young’s modulus. Both relations can then be approximated by a power function reading as [12]

Ehom/Es ≃ BE(1− φ)CE (7)

with Ehom as the Young’s modulus of the overall porous polycrystal,Es as the Young’s modulus of the single crystal,

andBE andCE as crystal shape-specific coefficients. Earlier obtained images [9] suggest the baghdaditecrystals to be

disc-shaped, with corresponding coefficientsBE = 0.9867 andCE = 2.053 [12], and an overall Poisson’s ratio which

only depends on that of the single crystals,νs, and on the porosityφ, following a polynomial approximation

νhom = Āν(1− φ)4 + B̄ν(1− φ)3 + C̄ν(1− φ)2 + D̄ν(1− φ) + Ēν (8)

with the coefficients fulfilling a linear relation of the format

q = a∗νs + b∗, with q = Āν, B̄ν, C̄ν, D̄ν, Ēν (9)

see Table 1 for values ofa∗ andb∗. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio give access to the stiffness componentC1111,

wherebyEs andνs follow the scaling relations in Eq.(7) and Eq.(8), so that

Chom
1111=

Ehom(Es, φ) × [
1− νhom(νs, φ)

]
[
1+ νhom(νs, φ)

] × [
1− 2νhom(νs, φ)

] (10)

Minimizing the mean absolute error between micromechanics-based stiffness expression (10) evaluated for experi-

mentally determined porositiesφexp
i , and corresponding experimentally determined stiffness valuesCexp,i

1111,

∑

j

∥∥∥Chom
1111(φ

exp
i , Esνs) −Cexp,i

1111

∥∥∥→ min. (11)

provides an estimate for the elastic properties of pure (dense) baghdadite.
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Table 1: Coefficients a∗ and b∗ defining linear relation (9) between Poisson’s ratio of single crystals, νs, and polynomial coefficients
Āν, B̄ν, C̄ν, D̄ν, Ēν in porosity-Poisson’s ratio relation (8).

q a∗ b∗

Āν -1.0521 0.2197
B̄ν 2.2684 -0.4645
C̄ν -0.8121 0.1662
D̄ν 0.3602 -0.0718
Ēν 0.2394 0.1496

2.3. Nanoindentation

In order to provide a check for the estimated properties of pure baghdadite, according to Section 2.2, from ex-

perimentally determined porosity-stiffness relations and polycrystal micromechanics, a nanoindentation campaign

comprising some 1750 indents was performed. For this, one sample was chosen from each of the sample sets A to D.

Following the protocol in [36], these samples were then embedded in resin (Epofix, Struers, Denmark), and held in a

vacuum chamber for 10 minutes to eliminate air bubbles, before being dried for 48 hours. Afterwards, the embedded

samples were cut into 2 mm thick sections by means of a water-cooled low speed saw (IsoMet, Buehler), and glued

onto object slides. This enabled subsequent polishing, first through a polishing machine (PM5, Logitech, Scotland)

with increasingly fine sandpaper, and eventually, with a napped cloth impregnated with 3μm small diamond grains,

see Table 2 for details of the polishing protocol. Due to their high porosity, samples from set A displayed very limited

solid surfaces for testing. Therefore, two scaffolds from this set were prepared for nanoindentation, in order to allow

for a sufficient number of measurements. The nanoindentation tests (Nano Hardness Tester, CSM, Switzerland) were

performed with a Berkovich tip in the load-controlled mode.The loading- unloading rate was set at 30 mN/min, the

holding time was 10 seconds, and four different maximum loads were used: 10, 15, 20, 30 mN. The specific measure-

ment details are given in Table 3. Although two scaffolds from set A were prepared for indentation, there was still not

enough surface to perform as many measurements as on samplesfrom the other sets. Thus, no tests with a maximum

load of 30 mN were performed. The 1750 measurements were evaluated according to the method of Oliver and Pharr

[37], which states that the elastic unloading stiffnessS is defined as the slope of the unloading curve during the initial

stages of unloading. The relationship between the stiffnessS , the contact areaA, and the reduced elastic modulusEr

is given by

S =
2√
π

Er

√
A (12)

The reduced modulusEr takes into account that elastic displacements occur in boththe substrate - here a dense (pure)

baghdadite crystal with elastic modulusEs and Poisson’s ratioνs - and in the Berkovich indenter with elastic modulus

Ei and Poisson’s ratioνi,

1/Er = (1− ν2i )/Ei + (1− ν2s )/Es (13)
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The elastic properties of the diamond indenter are known andconsidered in the indentation software:Ei = 1141 GPa

andνs = 0.07 [37, 38].

Table 2: Polishing protocol

Step Sandpaper Time [min] Arm Plate Speed [rpm]

1 2400 Grit 3 Sweeping 18
2 4000 Grit 5 Sweeping 25
3 3μm 4 Sweeping 25

Table 3: Number of nanoindentation measurements per sampleand per load

Sample φ [%] Maximum Load [mN] Measurements

A2

94

10 22

A8
10 56
15 39
20 33

B8 85

10 50
15 50
20 50
30 50

C3 81

10 50
15 50
20 50
30 50

D1 66

10 300
15 300
20 300
30 300

Hence, combination of (12) and (13) allows for expressing the Young’s modulus of pure baghdadite as a function

of the unloading stiffnessS , and ofEi, νi, andνs,

Es =


S
√
π

2
√

A
− Ei

1− ν2i


(
1− ν2s

)
(14)

where the value forνs is adopted from the results corresponding to Section 2.2. Analysis of 1750 values forEs

according to (14) follows the concept of the statistical or grid nanoindentation method [39–41]. This method is based

on the statistical analysis of a large number of indentation-derived values of a mechanical property such as Young’s

modulusEs. In more detail, the measured data are first used to generate the experimental Cumulative Distribution

Function (CDF): The number of indentationsN and the sorted values of elastic modulusEs deliver theN pointsDEs

of the experimental CDF,

DEs (Es,i) =
i
N
− 1

2N
(15)

with i ∈ [0; N], N = 1750 the number of indentations. The key premise of the statistical indentation method is then
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to approximate the CDF by superposition of a number of CDFs related to the individual material phases making up

the substrate which is subjected to grid nanoindentation. While earlier applications of the method discriminated the

material phases according to their different chemical natures, we here consider different mechanical properties arising

from changes induced in the substrate material through the indentation testing itself: The loads to which the substrate

is subjected to are likely to sometimes induce cracking (or damage) of the material, a phenomenon which is known

to occur also in the context of nanoindentation of bone with aprotocol similar to ours, see e.g. [42]. This implies

that at least two material phases are expected in the tested substrate: (i) intact baghdadite, and (ii) one damaged phase

(or several different damaged phases related to different crack sizes or densities, representing somehow the ’fractal’

nature of cracking). After representing the mechanical effect of all the phases by means of Gaussian distributions

D(Es,i; µ j, s j) =
1

s j

√
2π

∫ Es,i

−∞
exp


−(u − µ j)2

2s2
j

 du (16)

with the mean valueµ j and standard deviations j of each phase, we fit the experimental CDF byn model CDFs with

weighting factors (or volume fractions)fi,
∑n

i=1 fi = 1, through minimization of the following error

Error =
N∑

i=1


n∑

j=1

f jD(Es,i; µ j, s j) − DEs (Es,i)


2

→ min. (17)

The minimization procedure itself is performed by an evolutionary strategy, as described in the Appendix. We realize

this optimization procedure for different numbers of phases, and we check whether the number of chosen phases,

n ≥ 2, has an effect on the mean value of the rightmost CDF (relating to the Young’s modulus of pure baghdadite),

and whether the latter agrees with that obtained according to Section 2.2. Thereby, the goodness of fit is measured

through the coefficient of determinationR2, and the relative errorerel in %, which is defined as

erel = 100×
N∑

i=1

[
1− D(Es,i; µ j, s j)

DEs (Es,i)

]
(18)

3. Results

3.1. Porosity and elasticity determination

The porosity of the investigated porous baghdadite samplesranged between 66% and 94%, see Table 4 for sam-

ple set-specific details. The corresponding normal stiffness componentsCexp
1111 ranged from 0.98 to 15.16 GPa, see

Table 5. These stiffness components monotonously decrease with increasing porosity, see Table 6 and Figure 1. The

corresponding wavelengths according to Eq.(5) withf = 0.1 MHz andv as reported in Table 5, ranged from 1.40 to

3.88 cm, hence, they fulfil the separation of scales requirement given in Eq.(6) ford = 500µm, and correspondingly,

the derived stiffness values ranging from 0.43 to 17.27 GPa indeed refer to theoverall porous baghdadite scaffold

material.
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Table 4: Weight, dimensions, mass density, and porosity of tested baghdadite samples

Sample Weight [g] Height [cm] Diameter [cm] Volume [cm3] ρ [g/cm3] φ [%]

A1 0.108 1.274 0.656 0.431 0.251 93
A2 0.077 1.237 0.598 0.347 0.222 94
A3 0.127 1.203 0.625 0.369 0.344 90
A4 0.108 1.263 0.611 0.370 0.292 92
A5 0.111 1.291 0.627 0.399 0.278 92
A6 0.103 1.166 0.670 0.411 0.251 93
A7 0.132 1.273 0.616 0.379 0.348 90
A8 0.076 1.190 0.607 0.344 0.221 94

B1 0.142 1.302 0.603 0.372 0.382 89
B2 0.154 1.272 0.652 0.425 0.363 90
B3 0.151 1.263 0.638 0.404 0.374 89
B4 0.142 1.349 0.620 0.407 0.349 90
B5 0.195 1.368 0.617 0.409 0.477 86
B6 0.134 1.201 0.630 0.374 0.358 90
B7 0.146 1.271 0.630 0.396 0.368 89
B8 0.211 1.343 0.628 0.416 0.507 85
B9 0.133 1.247 0.637 0.397 0.335 90
B10 0.197 1.349 0.649 0.446 0.441 87
B11 0.126 1.212 0.633 0.381 0.330 91

C1 0.240 1.268 0.628 0.393 0.611 82
C2 0.244 1.326 0.608 0.385 0.634 82
C3 0.274 1.211 0.656 0.409 0.669 81
C4 0.236 1.319 0.642 0.427 0.553 84
C5 0.274 1.265 0.681 0.461 0.595 83
C6 0.282 1.286 0.618 0.386 0.731 79
C7 0.215 1.164 0.618 0.349 0.616 82
C8 0.267 1.300 0.664 0.450 0.593 83
C9 0.219 1.299 0.637 0.414 0.529 85
C10 0.221 1.280 0.645 0.418 0.528 85

D1 0.520 1.348 0.657 0.457 1.138 67
D2 0.484 1.252 0.656 0.423 1.144 67
D3 0.456 1.246 0.641 0.402 1.134 67
D4 0.508 1.330 0.662 0.458 1.110 68
D5 0.453 1.245 0.649 0.412 1.100 68
D6 0.430 1.174 0.675 0.420 1.024 71
D7 0.419 1.208 0.675 0.432 0.969 72
D8 0.504 1.237 0.659 0.422 1.195 66
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Table 5: Mass densityρ, time of flight t f , heighth, wave velocityv, and normal stiffness componentCexp
1111 of baghdadite samples obtained through

ultrasonic testing

Sample ρ [kg/m3] t f [s] h [m] v [m/s] Cexp
1111 [GPa]

A1 2.51×102 5.90×10−6 1.27×10−2 2.16×103 1.17
A2 2.22×102 8.84×10−6 1.24×10−2 1.40×103 0.43
A3 3.44×102 6.96×10−6 1.20×10−2 1.73×103 1.03
A4 2.92×102 6.73×10−6 1.26×10−2 1.88×103 1.03
A5 2.78×102 6.37×10−6 1.29×10−2 2.03×103 1.15
A6 2.51×102 6.36×10−6 1.17×10−2 1.83×103 0.84
A7 3.48×102 5.93×10−6 1.27×10−2 2.15×103 1.61
A8 2.21×102 7.45×10−6 1.19×10−2 1.60×103 0.56

B1 3.82×102 6.47×10−6 1.30×10−2 2.01×103 1.55
B2 3.63×102 5.62×10−6 1.27×10−2 2.26×103 1.86
B3 3.74×102 5.77×10−6 1.26×10−2 2.19×103 1.79
B4 3.49×102 5.36×10−6 1.35×10−2 2.52×103 2.21
B5 4.77×102 5.61×10−6 1.37×10−2 2.44×103 2.84
B6 3.58×102 5.75×10−6 1.20×10−2 2.09×103 1.56
B7 3.68×102 5.52×10−6 1.27×10−2 2.30×103 1.96
B8 5.07×102 5.85×10−6 1.34×10−2 2.30×103 2.67
B9 3.35×102 5.45×10−6 1.25×10−2 2.29×103 1.75
B10 4.41×102 5.54×10−6 1.35×10−2 2.43×103 2.62
B11 3.30×102 6.59×10−6 1.21×10−2 1.84x103 1.12

C1 6.11×102 4.75×10−6 1.27×10−2 2.67×103 4.36
C2 6.34×102 4.84×10−6 1.33×10−2 2.74×103 4.76
C3 6.69×102 4.04×10−6 1.21×10−2 3.00×103 6.02
C4 5.53×102 5.64×10−6 1.32×10−2 2.34×103 3.03
C5 5.95×102 4.96×10−6 1.27×10−2 2.55×103 3.87
C6 7.31×102 4.87×10−6 1.29×10−2 2.64×103 5.09
C7 6.16×102 5.12×10−6 1.16×10−2 2.27×103 3.18
C8 5.93×102 5.60×10−6 1.30×10−2 2.32×103 3.20
C9 5.29×102 5.63×10−6 1.30×10−2 2.31×103 2.82
C10 5.28×102 5.06×10−6 1.28×10−2 2.53×103 3.39

D1 1.14×103 3.70×10−6 1.35×10−2 3.65×103 15.13
D2 1.14×103 3.29×10−6 1.25×10−2 3.81×103 16.57
D3 1.13×103 3.37×10−6 1.25×10−2 3.70×103 15.53
D4 1.11×103 3.54×10−6 1.33×10−2 3.76×103 15.65
D5 1.10×103 3.26×10−6 1.25×10−2 3.82×103 16.04
D6 1.02×103 3.67×10−6 1.17×10−2 3.20×103 10.48
D7 9.69×102 3.11×10−6 1.21×10−2 3.88×103 14.61
D8 1.19×103 3.25×10−6 1.24×10−2 3.80×103 17.27

Table 6: Mean value and standard deviation of normal stiffnessCexp
1111 of baghdadite scaffolds obtained through ultrasonic testing

Sample φ̄ [%] C̄exp
1111 [GPa]

A 92±1 0.98±0.34
B 89±2 1.99±0.51
C 83±2 3.97±1.00
D 68±2 15.16±1.93
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Figure 1: Normal stiffness of baghdadite scaffoldsCexp
1111determined by ultrasonic testing for the four different sample sets A, B, C, D. The stiffness

Cexp
1111 increases with decreasing porosityφ.

3.2. Elastic properties of pure (dense) baghdadite

The aforementioned stiffness-porosity relation can be very well predicted by the micromechanics model (7) - (10):

Optimization procedure (11) resulted in a fit characterizedby a relative error ofeC1111
rel = −4.12% and a coefficient of

determination ofR2 = 0.98, see Figure 2. The corresponding elastic properties of pure (dense) baghdadite amount

to EUS
s = 126 GPa andνUS

s = 0.29. Their reliability is expressed through a comparison with the 1750 results from

the nanoindentation campaign, depicted in the form of a (normalized) histogram in Figure 3. They are virtually

optimally represented by a superposition of five Gaussian distribution functions, relating to a relative error amounting

to only 0.006%, and a correlation coefficient ofR2 = 99.9%, see Table 7. Accordingly, the corresponding black line

in Figure 3 very accurately follows the trend given by the histogram columns, and an even more impressive, almost

perfect match between experimental and theoretical CDFs isobserved in Figure 4. The rightmost Gaussian distribution

relates to the non-damaged baghdadite, i.e. to the state of the solid scaffold material also expected in ultrasonically

tested scaffolds. Indeed, its mean value of̄ENI
s = 124 GPa agrees almost perfectly withEUS

s = 126 GPa obtained from

the micromechanical evaluation of the ultrasonic tests. Byexample, a typical load-displacement curve corresponding

to a nano-indented non-damaged baghdadite crystal is depicted in Figure 5.
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Table 7: Superposition results ofn Gaussian distributions fitted to the experimental CDF whichwas obtained from 1750 nanoindentation measure-
ments of baghdadite substrate; values of Young’s ModulusĒNI

s , weighting factorfi, and the goodness of fit measurements refer to the rightmost
distribution

n Distributions ĒNI
s [GPa] fi [%] R2 eNI

rel [%]

2 124.2 37.52 0.8821 -27.810%
3 127.4 26.99 0.9547 8.780%
4 122.5 27.97 0.9917 2.130%
5 123.7 26.38 0.9993 0.006%
6 127.2 32.76 0.9941 -1.530%
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Figure 2: Porosity-stiffness relation for porous baghdadite scaffolds, from optimizing micromechanics model response [12] for length measuring,
weighing, and ultrasonic test results of Table 4 and 5; this provides elastic properties of pure (dense) baghdadite,EUS
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Figure 3: Histogram of elastic moduli obtained from nanoindentation measurements and representation through contribution of five material phases,
the stiffest of which is pure (non-damaged) baghdadite
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Figure 4: Experimental CDF obtained by nanoindentation, and the five theoretical Gaussian CDFs obtained by deconvolution according to the
statistical nanoindentation method of [39–41]
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Figure 5: Typical load-displacement curve of a non-damagedsingle crystal of the baghdadite scaffolds, with an obtained elastic modulus of
ENI

s = 124.7 GPa at 10mN maximal load
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4. Discussion

While the current state-of-the-art in mechanical characterization of biomaterials is defined by the measurement of

a few selected mechanical properties in mostly standardized mechanical testing devices, we here go a step forward,

towards a unified understanding of the mechanical functioning of an entire material class - porous scaffolds for bone

tissue engineering made of baghdadite - which itself turnedout to be part of yet a larger material class encompass-

ing numerous different porous (glass-) ceramic systems. In more detail, continuum micromechanics was used as a

versatile theoretical and computational frame, allowing for deriving structure-property relations in the form of elastic-

ity functions with the porosity as an argument, these functions being experimentally validated by various physically

and statistically independent experiments, namely weighing, ultrasound, and nanoindentation tests. It is not the first

time that such tests have been performed on biomaterials (although mechanical testing of baghdadite appears as a

quite rare occurrence in literature), but the consistent emergence of just one overall picture of scaffold behaviour

arising from all the different tests is indeed considered as something original and remarkable. The aforementioned

consistency critically depends on careful evaluation of experimental data, taking into account important theoretical

concepts underlying the used experimental devices. In thiscontext, the following features of our evaluation method

are particularly noteworthy:

• While the sample dimensions qualify them as fairly ’thick’ beams, and classical mechanical tests when driven

in unloading mode [43] would certainly deliver a Young’s modulusE of the tested material, it is important to

remember that ultrasonic tests in most of the cases deliver the normal stiffness componentC1111, rather than a

Young’s modulus. Actually, the tested beams need to be extremely slender to allow for an extensional wave to

propagate along a beam-type sample, and systematic studiesof [15] have shown that as long as

A log

(
d
h

)
+ B log

(
h
λ

)
≤ 1 (19)

with A = −1.426 andB = −0.530, bulk wave propagation related to a 3D solid with normal stiffnessC1111

occurs. For all the tests reported in the present paper, the left-hand side of (19) ranges from 0.45 to 0.67,

therefore the samples behaved as 3D solids.

• Given the fact that ultrasonic tests deliverC1111 rather thanE, they cannot be simply compared to some more or

less empirical relation concerning Young’s modulus, but need to be related to some more complete description

of the material behaviour - in the present case, this description was provided by continuum micromechanics,

which delivered the full elasticity tensor, which in the case of isotropic materials, as encountered here, can be

expressed in terms of Young’s modulusand Poisson’s ratio, the latter two defining, therefore, also the stiffness

componentC1111.

• Another critical issue with ultrasonic tests is the choice of a suitable frequency - once the corresponding wave-

length does not fulfil the separation-of-scales criteria (6) anymore (a casenot encountered here), the velocity of
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the ultrasonic wave is not related to the components of the elasticity tensor, i.e. ultrasound cannot be used for

elasticity characterization of biomaterials anymore.

• The probably most remarkable feature of the present evaluation as compared to earlier scientific endeavours

is the use and application-specific adaptation of the statistical nanoindentation method. Rather than averaging

over the results of a few tests, or checking nanoindentationsize effect laws [44] (see Figure 6 for a correspond-

ing evaluation of our nanoindentation results), which could not have provided access to the elasticity of pure

baghdadite, we identified the indented substrate as being composed of one intact crystal phase and several me-

chanically damaged phases. This provided elastic properties being absolutely in line with those obtained from

micromechanics-based ultrasound evaluation.

The herein introduced and validated micromechanics model of porous baghdadite allows for prediction well beyond

elasticity: In continuum micromechanics, an RVE cannot only be subjected to stress and strain states at its outer

boundary, but also to a pore pressure acting within the pore space. Hence, once the upscaling from the single crystal

elasticity to the overall porous polycrystal is achieved, also the key poroelastic properties are known [12, 18]. They

are (i) the Biot coefficient quantifiying the stress arising at the undeformed boundary of the RVE, from internal pore

pressure (see Figure 7a), and (ii) the Biot modulus quantifying the porosity change within an RVE whose boundary is

undeformed, again arising from pore pressure (see Figure 7b). Equipped with this information, the elastic deformation

arising from any external or internal stress states acting,under physiological conditions, on implanted porous baghda-

dite scaffolds can be determined. This is considered as a firm basis for computer-aided design or safety assessment of

such scaffolds. In order to complete the latter, our current research activities are directed towards strength upscaling,

based on already achieved success for biomaterials made of hydroxyapatite [10–12], glass-ceramics [23], or titanium

[45].
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Figure 6: Nanoindentation size effect in baghdadite scaffolds: Young’s modulusENI
s as a function of indentation depth
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Figure 7: Poro-elasticity of porous baghdadite scaffolds: (a) Biot coefficient as function of porosity; (b) Biot modulus as function of porosity
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Appendix

Evolutionary strategy

The evolutionary strategy assumes the starting parameters, the distribution’s mean valueµg
0, varianceσg

0 and

weighting factorf g
i , as ’parents’Xg

P:

Xg
P =

{
µ

g
0, σ

g
0, f g

0

}
(20)

The strategy involves three subsequent steps:

(I) Mutation. In the first step, the starting parameters are mutated by adding a normally distributed random number

to the parents,

Xg
m = Xg

P + Zgσ, (21)

whereZg is generated from a normal distributionν(0, σm(α)), with mean 0 and standard deviation equal to the

scattering parameterσ(α), α being the step size,α = 0.85 [46].

This results into a new, mutated parent, with its mutated parameters:

Xg
m =

{
µ

g
m, σ

g
m, f g

m

}
(22)

(II) Recombination. In the next step, through recombination of the starting andthe mutated parameters, one obtains

a series of possible combinations of parameters
{
µ

g
i , σ

g
j , f g

k

}
. As the mean value and standard deviation should

stem from the same group,i = j, only four combinations remain possible, out of which threeare the newly

generated ’offsprings’,

Xg
O1
=

{
µ

g
0, σ

g
0, f g

m

}

Xg
O2
=

{
µ

g
m, σ

g
m, f g

0

}
(23)

Xg
O3
=

{
µ

g
m, σ

g
m, f g

m

}
,

and one is the ’old’ parent as given in Eq.(20).

(III) Selection. In the final step, the CDF of the parent,CDFP, and those of the offsprings,CDFOl , with l = 1, 2, 3,

are generated. The set of parameters that fits the data best isthe one whose CDFs minimizes the error given in

Eq. (17). This set (either the old parent or one of the offsprings) is then selected to become the parent of the

new generationXg+1
P :

Xg+1
P =

{
µ

g+1
P , σ

g+1
P , f g+1

P

}
(24)

Xg+1
P =



Xg
Ol

if Error(Xg
Ol

) < Error(Xg
P), l = 1, 2, 3

Xg
P otherwise

(25)
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Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until a prescribed tolerance is reached. In the current case, the set value was≤| 9 · 10−5 |.
Thus, if the first four decimals of the parameters did not change in the last eight cycles, the most suitable distribution

parameters were found. For every 10y iterations,y being the number of fitted parameters, the scattering factorσ(α)

is increased, if the number of successful offspring selections is higher than a set threshold (in this case, 0.2 out of the

10y iterations [47]), otherwise the factor is decreased.
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3 Future Outlook

The presented baghdadite scaffolds showed good mechanical properties, how-
ever, their brittleness is a concern.
Since this issue was already known to the producers of the scaffolds (Roohani-
Esfahani et al., 2012), they also fabricated baghdadite scaffolds with a sur-
face coating of polycaprolactone (PCL)/bioactive glass nanoparticles(nBGs).
Scanning electron microscope images of the modified scaffolds revealed a
smooth surface with the absence of cracks or pores.
The histological evaluation of a critical sized bone defect in a rabbit’s ulna
showed even better results than with uncoated baghdadite, the defect was
better bridged and the volume of newly formed bone was higher. Future work
could include the investigation of the mechanical properties of the coated scaf-
folds. The surface coating is expected to not only solve the brittleness issue,
but also to enhance the mechanical properties of the baghdadite scaffolds.
The vast majority of approaches to develop new biomaterials are still based

Figure 1: Essential input for scaffold design: requirements and parameters
(adapted from Giannitelli et al. (2014))

on empirical trial and error (Lacroix et al., 2009), which has not changed
since the beginning of the research field biomaterials. This tedious method
is time-consuming and economically wasteful.
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Consequently, more efficient and rational practices are necessary to succeed
in designing better biomaterials for clinical use. Several factors play a key
role in scaffold design (Fig.1), one of them being the mechanical properties
of the material. The presented micromechanical model for brittle porous
polycrystals (Fritsch et al., 2013) was able to predict the elastic modulus
and Poisson’s ratio reliably. The model can be used on its own or become
an integrated part of a bigger application.
The current methods for computer-aided design and finite-element modelling
of scaffolds for bone tissue engineering (Lacroix et al., 2009; Giannitelli et al.,
2014) try to satisfy as many requirements as possible (see Fig.1).
Although the scaffold’s requirements are conflicting, such as the need for
high porosity for increased mass transport while also fulfilling high stiffness
for mechanical support, an optimal trade-off needs to be found.
So far, there is no consensus on the ranges of optimal values for porosity,
pore shape, dimension, and interconnectivity (Karande et al., 2004), there
are only suggestions for minima values for porosity and pore size depending
on the biomaterial and the defect location (Karageorgiou and Kaplan, 2005).
Further research is necessary for understanding all the specifications in scaf-
fold design.
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Appendix A Sample Characterization

Table 1: Measurement, density, and porosity of baghdadite scaffolds

Sample Weight [g] Length[cm] Diameter[cm] Volume[cm3] r[g/cm3] Porosity[%]

A1 0.11 1.27 0.66 0.43 0.25 93
A2 0.08 1.24 0.60 0.35 0.22 94
A3 0.13 1.20 0.63 0.37 0.34 90
A4 0.11 1.26 0.61 0.37 0.29 92
A5 0.11 1.29 0.63 0.40 0.28 92
A6 0.10 1.17 0.67 0.41 0.25 93
A7 0.13 1.27 0.62 0.38 0.35 90
A8 0.08 1.19 0.61 0.34 0.22 94
B1 0.14 1.30 0.60 0.37 0.38 89
B2 0.15 1.27 0.65 0.42 0.36 90
B3 0.15 1.26 0.64 0.40 0.37 89
B4 0.14 1.35 0.62 0.41 0.35 90
B5 0.20 1.37 0.62 0.41 0.48 86
B6 0.13 1.20 0.63 0.37 0.36 90
B7 0.15 1.27 0.63 0.40 0.37 89
B8 0.21 1.34 0.63 0.42 0.51 85
B9 0.13 1.25 0.64 0.40 0.33 90
B10 0.20 1.35 0.65 0.45 0.44 87
B11 0.13 1.21 0.63 0.38 0.33 91
C1 0.24 1.27 0.63 0.39 0.61 82
C2 0.24 1.33 0.61 0.38 0.63 82
C3 0.27 1.21 0.66 0.41 0.67 81
C4 0.24 1.32 0.64 0.43 0.55 84
C5 0.27 1.27 0.68 0.46 0.59 83
C6 0.28 1.29 0.62 0.39 0.73 79
C7 0.22 1.16 0.62 0.35 0.62 82
C8 0.27 1.30 0.66 0.45 0.59 83
C9 0.22 1.30 0.64 0.41 0.53 85
C10 0.22 1.28 0.65 0.42 0.53 85
D1 0.52 1.35 0.66 0.46 1.14 67
D2 0.48 1.25 0.66 0.42 1.14 67
D3 0.46 1.25 0.64 0.40 1.13 67
D4 0.51 1.33 0.66 0.46 1.11 68
D5 0.45 1.25 0.65 0.41 1.10 68
D6 0.43 1.17 0.68 0.42 1.02 71
D7 0.42 1.21 0.68 0.43 0.97 72
D8 0.50 1.24 0.66 0.42 1.19 66
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Appendix B Ultrasound test results

Table 2: Normal Stiffness C1111 of baghdadite scaffolds

Sample # Porosity[%] C1111[GPa]

A1 93 1.17
A2 94 0.43
A3 90 1.03
A4 92 1.03
A5 92 1.15
A6 93 0.84
A7 90 1.61
A8 94 0.56
B1 89 1.55
B2 90 1.86
B3 89 1.79
B4 90 2.21
B5 86 2.84
B6 90 1.56
B7 89 1.96
B8 85 2.67
B9 90 1.75

B10 87 2.62
B11 91 1.12
C1 82 4.36
C2 82 4.76
C3 81 6.02
C4 84 3.03
C5 83 3.87
C6 79 5.09
C7 82 3.18
C8 83 3.20
C9 85 2.82

C10 85 3.39
D1 67 15.13
D2 67 16.57
D3 67 15.53
D4 68 15.65
D5 68 16.04
D6 71 10.48
D7 72 14.61
D8 66 17.27
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Appendix C Mathlab code

C.1 Ultrasound data evaluation

% Experimental Data Bioceramic Baghdadite - Ca3ZrSi2O9
% Measurements & Weight & Acoustic Testing with
% Longitudinal waves 0.1 MHz
% 4 different Sets of Samples A-D with different porosities

% Sample Sets
A=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8];
B=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11];
C=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10];
D=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8];

% porosities for each Sample
por A=[0.93 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.94];
por B=[0.89 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.89 0.85 0.90 0.87 0.91];
por C=[0.82 0.82 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.79 0.82 0.83 0.85 0.85];
por D=[0.67 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.71 0.72 0.66];

% C1111 [GPa] for each Sample; Calculated through acoustic tests
% see Bioceramic Ultrasound.xlsx
C11 A=[1.17 0.43 1.03 1.03 1.15 0.84 1.61 0.56];
C11 B=[1.55 1.86 1.79 2.21 2.84 1.56 1.96 2.67 1.75 2.62 1.12];
C11 C=[4.36 4.76 6.02 3.03 3.87 5.09 3.18 3.20 2.82 3.39];
C11 D=[15.13 16.57 15.53 15.65 16.04 10.48 14.61 17.27];

%create plot for C1111 obtained by ultrasound testing
%C1111.xls contains porosity (first column) &
%C1111 (second column)

num=xlsread('C1111');
% results devided into the four different sample sets
A=num(1:8,:);
B=num(9:19,:);
C=num(20:29,:);
D=num(30:end,:);

plot(A(1:end,1),A(1:end,2),'.',B(1:end,1),B(1:end,2),'+',
C(1:end,1),C(1:end,2),'*',D(1:end,1),D(1:end,2),'o');
axis([0.65 0.95 0.3 18]);
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xlabel('Porosity $\phi$','fontname','arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);
ylabel('$C {1111}$ \rm{[GPa]}','fontname','arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);
legend('A','B','C','D');

function [ myfit,gof ] = power law()
%power law fit for data

C11=[1.17 0.43 1.03 1.03 1.15 0.84 1.61 0.56 ...
1.55 1.86 1.79 2.21 2.84...
1.56 1.96 2.67 1.75 2.62 1.12 4.36 4.76 6.02 ...
3.03 3.87 5.09 3.18 3.20...
2.82 3.39 15.13 16.57 15.53 15.65 16.04 ...
10.48 14.61 17.27];

por=[0.93 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.90 ...
0.94 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.86...
0.90 0.89 0.85 0.90 0.87 0.91 0.82...
0.82 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.79 0.82 0.83...
0.85 0.85 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.71 0.72 0.66];

roh=0:0.01:1;
x=por;
y=C11;

f=fittype('k*(1-x)ˆce','coefficients',{'k','ce'},
'independent','x',...
'dependent','y');
coeffs = coeffnames(f);

options = fitoptions(f);
options.StartPoint = [0.5 1];
%options.Lower = [200 3];

[myfit,gof] = fit(x',y',f, options);
k=coeffvalues(myfit);

%calculation of c1111 for all porosites
%with calculated coefficients
C1111 expModel=k(1).*(1-roh).ˆ k(2);
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hold on

axis=([0 0.95 0 18]);
xlabel=('\roh');
ylabel=('C11');

plot(roh,C1111 expModel,'k');
plot(myfit,'k',x,y)

end

C.2 Micromechanical model

function [es,ehom] = ehom()
%calculation of homogenized Young's modulus ehom
%for disc-type morphology
%inclusions depending on Young's modulus of single crystal es
por=0:0.01:1;
be=0.9867; %value from fritsch 2013
ce=2.053; %value from frisch 2013
es=[75:1:152]; %range was chosen through literature research
ehom=zeros(length(es),length(por));

for i=1:1:length(es)
ehom(i,:) =be*(1-por).ˆce*es(i);

end
end

function [nus,nuhom] = nuhom()
%Calculation of homogenized poisson-ratio nuhom for
%disc-type solid inclusion
%based on given poisson-ratio nus of single crystal
%Calculation of nuhom depending on nus=0.25-0.29

por=0:0.01:1;
x=[-1.0521 2.2684 -0.8121 0.3602 0.2394];
y=[0.2197 -0.4645 0.1662 -0.0718 0.1496];
nus=[0.25:0.01:0.3];
nuhom=zeros(length(nus),length(por));

for i=1:1:length(nus);

A=x(1)*nus(i)+y(1);
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B=x(2)*nus(i)+y(2);
C=x(3)*nus(i)+y(3);
D=x(4)*nus(i)+y(4);
E=x(5)*nus(i)+y(5);

nuhom(i,:)=A*(1-por).ˆ4 + B*(1-por).ˆ3 +
C*(1-por).ˆ2 + D*(1-por)+E;

end

end

function [ c1111 ] = func c1111()
%calculating C1111
%using ehom & nuhom

[es,E]=ehom;
[nus,nu]=nuhom();
por=0:0.01:1;

%calculating c1111 for every possible combination of nu & E value

for i=1:1:size(nu,1) %number of rows in nu
for j=1:1:length(por)

for k=1:1:size(E,1)%number of rows in E
c1111(i,j,k)=(E(k,j).*(1-nu(i,j))) ./
(((1+nu(i,j)).*(1-(2*nu(i,j)))));

end
end

end

end

function [] = err()
% error Calculation for calculated data c1111 and
% experimental data Cexp
% minimizing error to find most suitable Es and ns

clear;
clc;

Cexp=[1.17 0.43 1.03 1.03 1.15 0.84...
1.61 0.56 1.55 1.86 1.79 2.21 2.84...
1.56 1.96 2.67 1.75 2.62 1.12 4.36...
4.76 6.02 3.03 3.87 5.09 3.18 3.20...
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2.82 3.39 15.13 16.57 15.53 15.65...
16.04 10.48 14.61 17.27];

por=[0.93 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.93...
0.90 0.94 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.86...
0.90 0.89 0.85 0.90 0.87 0.91 0.82...
0.82 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.79 0.82 0.83...
0.85 0.85 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.68...
0.71 0.72 0.66];

pos=por.*100;
cmodel=func c1111();
cm=cmodel(:,pos(),:);
n=length(Cexp);
[e,eh] = ehom();
es=e(1,1);
[ns,nh]=nuhom();
nus=ns(1,1);
roh=0:0.01:1; %porosity

%mean absolute error mae
for i=1:1:size(cm,1)

for k=1:1:size(cm,3)
mae(i,k)= abs(sum(cm(i,:,k)-Cexp));

end
end

[value mae,location mae] = min(mae(:));
%value&location of minimal mae
[R mae,C mae] = ind2sub(size(mae),location mae);
es mae=C mae+es-1;
%value Young's modulus of single crystal es
nus mae=(R mae/100-0.01)+nus;
%value poisson-ratio of single crystal nus
min mae=value mae;

%mean error me
for i=1:1:size(cm,1)

for k=1:1:size(cm,3)
me(i,k)=sum(cm(i,:,k)-Cexp);

end
end
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[value me,location me] = min(me(:));
%value&location of minimal me
[R me,C me] = ind2sub(size(me),location me);
es me=C me+es-1;
%value Young's modulus of single crystal es
nus me=(R me/100-0.01)+nus;
%value poisson-ratio of single crystal nus
min me=value me;

%sum of squared residuals s
for i=1:1:size(cm,1)

for k=1:1:size(cm,3)
s(i,k)=sum((cm(i,:,k)-Cexp).ˆ2);

end
end

[value s,location s] = min(s(:));
%value&location of minimal s
[R s,C s] = ind2sub(size(s),location s);
es s=C s+es-1;
%value Young's modulus of single crystal es
nus s=(R s/100-0.01)+nus;
min s=value s;

%coefficient of determination of
%minimum mean absolute error mae
result c=cm(R mae,:,C mae);
mean Cexp=sum(Cexp)/length(Cexp);
sst mae=sum((Cexp-mean Cexp).ˆ2);
ssr mae=sum((Cexp-result c).ˆ2);
r2 mae=1-(ssr mae/sst mae);

%mean relative error
rerr mae=(sum(1-(result c./Cexp))/length(Cexp))*100;

%writing errors & Es and ns values into txt-file
err cell={'Errortype' 'Error' 'E {s}' '\nu {s}';

'mae',min mae,es mae,nus mae;
'me',min me,es me,nus me;
'ssr',min s,es s,nus s;
'Rˆ2',r2 mae,es mae,nus mae ;
'mean rel. error %',
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rerr mae,es mae,nus mae};
fileID = fopen('error.txt','wt');
fprintf(fileID,'%s\t %s\t %s\t %s\n',err cell{1,:});
for i=2:1:size(err cell,1)

fprintf(fileID,'%s\t %f\t %d\t %f\t\n',err cell{i,:});
end
fclose(fileID);

%plotting
figure
z=s';
surf(ns,e,z);
xlabel('\nu {s}');
ylabel('E {s}');
zlabel('SSR');
colorbar;

figure
z2=mae';
surf(ns,e,z2);
xlabel('\nu {s}');
ylabel('E {s}');
zlabel('Mean Absolute Error');
colorbar

cplot s=cmodel(R s,:,C s);
cplot mae=cmodel(R mae,:,C mae);
figure
plot(roh,cplot mae,por,Cexp,'ro');
xlabel('Porosity $\phi$','fontname',
'arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);
ylabel('$Cˆ{hom} {1111}$ \rm{[GPa]}','fontname',
'arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);
%L{1} = ['SSR: E {s}= ' num2str(es s) ' GPa
\nu {s}= ' num2str(nus s)];
L{2} = ['Eˆ{model} {s}= ' num2str(es mae) ' GPa
\nuˆ{model} {s}=
' num2str(nus mae)];
L{3} =['Experimental Data'];

legend(L{2:3});
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C.3 Nanoindendation data evalution

% plot nanoindentation data to receive
% load-displacement curve for a
% damaged crystal
% data from sample:A2 S1

n=xlsread('A2 S1 messung1.xls');
%time
t=n(:,1);
%displacement
d=n(:,2);
%force
f=n(:,3);

plot(d,f);
xlabel('Displacement [nm]','fontname','arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);
ylabel('Load [GPa]','fontname','arial','font% plot
nanoindentation data to receive load-displacement curve for an
% intact crystal
% data from sample:D1 S3

num=xlsread('D1 S3 messung3');
%time
t=num(:,1);
%displacement
d=num(:,2);
%force
f=num(:,3);

plot(d,f);
xlabel('Displacement [nm]','fontsize',13);
ylabel('Load [GPa]','fontsize',13);weight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);

% plot nanoindentation data to receive
% load-displacement curve for a
% damaged crystal
% data from sample:D1 S3

n=xlsread('D1 S3 messung4.xls');
%time
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t=n(:,1);
%displacement
d=n(:,2);
%force
f=n(:,3);

plot(d,f);
xlabel('Displacement [nm]','fontname','arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);
ylabel('Load [GPa]','fontname','arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);

% plot nanoindentation data to receive
% load-displacement curve for an
% intact crystal
% data from sample:D1 S2, indentation #86,
% 10mN maximum load

num=xlsread('D1 S2 messung86');
%time
t=num(:,1);
%displacement
d=num(:,2);
%force
f=num(:,3);

plot(d,f);
xlabel('Displacement [nm]','fontname','arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);
ylabel('Load [GPa]','fontname','arial','fontweight',
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',14);

unction [hardness,emodulus,depth]=ReadFile(filename)
%reading data from txt-file constructed by csm nanoindenter

fileID=filename;
inputfile=fopen(fileID);

H='HIT='; %hardness
E='EIT='; %e-modulus
h='hmax='; %max. indentation depth
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a=1;
b=1;
c=1;
tline = fgets(inputfile);

while tline~=-1

if strfind(tline,H)
%fprintf('%s', tline);
hardness(a)=sscanf(tline,'%*s %f %*s');
a=a+1;

end
if strfind(tline,E)

%fprintf('%s', tline);
emodulus(b)=sscanf(tline,'%*s %f %*s');
b=b+1;

end
if strfind(tline,h)

%fprintf('%s', tline);
depth(c)=sscanf(tline,'%*s %f %*s');
c=c+1;

end
tline=fgets(inputfile);

end
fclose(inputfile);

function [p,steps,s] = test evolution()
% written to test if evolution algorithm

data=normrnd(50,2,1,400);

xd=ecdf(data);
xd=(xd(2:end))';

z=normrnd(0,1,1,100);
s=[1.7 0.3];
h=0.3;

p=[40 1]; %parents
k=0; % counting variable
n=0; % counting variable
tol=0.00009; % tolerance
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for i=1:length(z)
o=p+ s*z(i); %offspring

xp=normcdf(data,p(1),p(2));
xo=normcdf(data,o(1),o(2));

ep=sum((xp-xd).ˆ2);
eo=sum((xo-xd).ˆ2);

if eo < ep
p=o;
k=k+1;

end

if (mod(i,10)==0)
n=n+1;
if (k*n < 4*n)

s=s/h;
end
if (k*n > 4*n)

s=s*h;
end

end

err(i)=xp(1);

if (i>99) && (err(i)-err(i-1) + err(i-2)-err(i-3) +
err(i-4)-err(i-5) < tol);

steps=i;
break;

end
end

end

function [error p,p,w,r2,r] = cdf five distributions()
% nanoindentation data fitting of 15 parameters made up of
% 5 normal distributions with mean value and standard deviation
% every distribution has a weighting factor,
% (1,lambda)- evolution strategy

filename='emodulus allSamples.mat';
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e=load(filename);
e=sort(e.e);
e u=unique(e);

[f,x e]=ecdf(e);
f=f';
x e=x e';

% parent values for evolution
p=[14.50 7.50 44.50 15.50 65.00 22.00 89.00 18.50 128.00 33.50];
o=zeros(1,10); % offspring
% weighting factors, sum=1
w1=0.31;
w2=0.15;
w3=0.14;
w4=0.11;
w5=1-(w1+w2+w3+w4);
w=[w1 w2 w3 w4 w5];
wn=zeros(1,5);

z=zeros(10, 20000); % creating 10 distributions
% because 10 parameters need to be optimised
for i=1:10

z(i,:)=normrnd(0,1,1,20000);
end

wz=zeros(5,20000);
% creating 5 distributions for 5 weighting factors
for i=1:5

wz(i,:)=rand(1,20000);
end

s=[0.09 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.10 0.13 0.02 0.30 0.07];
% scattering for p
sw=[1.001 1.002 1.006 1.005 1.003];
% scattering for w
h=0.85; % stepsize

k=0; % counter
t=0;
tol=0.00009; %tolerance
pm=ones(1,8);

for i=1:size(z,2)
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%creating offspring=mutation
for j=1:size(z,1)
o(j)=p(j)+(s(j)*z(j,i)); %mutation
end

%mutation of weighting factor
for j=1:size(wz,1)

wn(j)=w(j)+(sw(j)*wz(j,i));
end

while (sum(wn)~=1) % sum of w must be 1!!
wn=wn/sum(wn);
t=t+1;
if (t>1000)

break;
end

end

x p1=normcdf(e u,p(1),p(2));
x p2=normcdf(e u,p(3),p(4));
x p3=normcdf(e u,p(5),p(6));
x p4=normcdf(e u,p(7),p(8));
x p5=normcdf(e u,p(9),p(10));
x p=(w(1).*x p1)+(w(2).*x p2)+(w(3).*x p3)+
(w(4).*x p4)+(w(5).*x p5);

%calculating offspring with original distribution
%& mutated weighting
x pn=(wn(1).*x p1)+(wn(2).*x p2)+(wn(3).*x p3)+
(wn(4).*x p4)+(wn(5).*x p5);

%calculating offspring with mutated distribution
%& original weighting

x o1=normcdf(e u,o(1),o(2));
x o2=normcdf(e u,o(3),o(4));
x o3=normcdf(e u,o(5),o(6));
x o4=normcdf(e u,o(7),o(8));
x o5=normcdf(e u,o(9),o(10));
x o=(w(1).*x o1)+(w(2).*x o2)+(w(3).*x o3)+...
(w(4).*x o4)+(w(5).*x o5);

%calculating offspring with mutated distribution
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& mutated weighting
x on=(wn(1).*x o1)+(wn(2).*x o2)+(wn(3).*x o3)+...
(wn(4).*x o4)+(wn(5).*x o5);

e p=zeros(length(x p));
e pn=zeros(length(x pn));
e o=zeros(length(x o));
e on=zeros(length(x on));

for j=1:length(x p)
e p(j)=(x p(j)-f(j+1))ˆ2;

end
error p=sum(e p(:));

for j=1:length(x pn)
e pn(j)=(x pn(j)-f(j+1))ˆ2;

end
error pn=sum(e pn(:));

for j=1:length(x o)
e o(j)=(x o(j)-f(j+1))ˆ2;

end
error o=sum(e o(:));

for j=1:length(x on)
e on(j)=(x on(j)-f(j+1))ˆ2;

end
error on=sum(e on(:));

err=[error p error pn error o error on];
% find minimum error to decide
%parents for next generation
if (min(err)==err(2))

w=wn;
end
if (min(err)==err(3))

p=o;
k=k+1;

end
if(min(err)==err(4))

p=o;
w=wn;
k=k+1;
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end

if (mod((i/14),10)==0)
%14=number of independently fitted paramters

if (k < 8) % 1/5 sucess rule
s=s/h; % adopt step size
sw=sw/h;

end
if (k > 8)

s=s*h;
sw=sw/h;

end
end

if (mod((i/14),10)==0)
k=0; %reset counter

end

pm(i)=p(9);

if (i>7) && (pm(i-7)-pm(i-6) + pm(i-5)-pm(i-4) +
pm(i-3)-pm(i-2) + pm(i-1)-pm(i) < tol)

break;
end

end
%coefficient of determination
mean=sum(f)/length(f);
sst=sum((f-mean).ˆ2);
ssr=sum((f(2:end)-x p).ˆ2);
r2=1-(ssr/sst);

%relative error in percent
r=sum(1-(x p/f(2:end)))*100;

%plot
y xp1=w1.*x p1;
y xp2=w2.*x p2;
y xp3=w3.*x p3;
y xp4=w4.*x p4;
y xp5=w5.*x p5;
y k=y xp1+y xp2+y xp3+y xp4+y xp5;
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figure
plot(e u,y xp1,e u,y xp2,e u,y xp3,
e u,y xp4,e u,y xp5,e u,y k);
hold on
plot(x e,f);
hold off
end

% plotting histogram and fitted distributions
p=load('Distribution Values');
p=p.p;
w=load('weightingFactors');
w=w.w;
e=load('emodulus allSamples');
e=sort(e.e);

% probability density function
y1=normpdf(e,p(1),p(2));
y2=normpdf(e,p(3),p(4));
y3=normpdf(e,p(5),p(6));
y4=normpdf(e,p(7),p(8));
y5=normpdf(e,p(9),p(10));

y1=w(1)*y1;
y2=w(2)*y2;
y3=w(3)*y3;
y4=w(4)*y4;
y5=w(5)*y5;
y=y1+y2+y3+y4+y5;

d=6.7;
range=min(e):d:max(e);
[n,xe]=histc(e,range);
ye=n/(sum(n)*d);

ed=min(e):5:max(e);
yd=min(y):5:max(y);
figure
bar(range,ye,'histc'); %--> area=1
hold on
plot(e,y,'r-')
plot(e,y1,e,y2,e,y3,e,y4,e,y5)
%plot(ed,yd,'g.')
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hold off

axis([0 max(e) 0 0.018]);
xlabel('Elastic modulus [GPa]','fontname',...
'arial','fontweight','normal','interpreter',
'latex','fontsize',24);
ylabel('Density','fontname',...
'arial','fontweight','normal','interpreter',
'latex','fontsize',24);

%plot cdf
e u=unique(e);

[f,x e]=ecdf(e);
f=f';
x e=x e';

x p1=normcdf(e u,p(1),p(2));
x p2=normcdf(e u,p(3),p(4));
x p3=normcdf(e u,p(5),p(6));
x p4=normcdf(e u,p(7),p(8));
x p5=normcdf(e u,p(9),p(10));

y xp1=w(1).*x p1;
y xp2=w(2).*x p2;
y xp3=w(3).*x p3;
y xp4=w(4).*x p4;
y xp5=w(5).*x p5;
y k=y xp1+y xp2+y xp3+y xp4+y xp5;

figure
plot(x e,f,'r:',e u,y k,'b',e u,y xp1,'b',e u,y xp2,'b',...
e u,y xp3,'b',e u,y xp4,'b',e u,y xp5,'b');
grid on;
xlabel('Elastic modulus [GPa]','fontname','arial',...
'fontweight','normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',24);
ylabel('CDF','fontname','arial','fontweight',...
'normal','interpreter','latex','fontsize',24);
legend('Experimental','Theoretical')
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